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‘The Church is the only institution that exists
primarily for the benefit of those who are not its
members.’ quotation from Archbishop William Temple

Services for June - if you missed any of the services
for June or you are not on our Sunday Service
distribution list you can catch up from our Website
http://newburymethodistchurch.org.uk/newsletter/
weekly-notices/. And click on the appropriate week.
Some weeks the full service is available as a
Facebook Service and this is indicated at the start
of the service sheet.

 attrib : Victor Porlier

http://newburymethodistchurch.org.uk/newsletter/weekly-notices/
http://newburymethodistchurch.org.uk/newsletter/weekly-notices/
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This month
During our Virtual Coffee Mornings on Zoom our gardens have been a focal
point of our conversations.
It felt appropriate to devote a section of the newsletter to gardens. Did you
know garden is mentioned 15 times in the Bible. From the Garden of Eden to
the gardens we each create today I believe this is a good example of reaping
what we sow!
Many people have contributed photographs of their pride and enjoyments of
their labour. During “Lockdown” we have found our gardens a great blessing.
Whether large or small we have been able to marvel at our Loving God’s
creation. We have found space to read a book, be quiet and reflect. Just to
be still.
They have also been an opportunity for exercise and keep fit and more
recently a place to meet up with friends and family.
We thank God for our gardens. Thank you everyone for your contributions.
Please enjoy the photos on the centre pages of this newsletter .
Looking forward to the next Church Family  Garden Party and BBQ.
                 Doris
Next Month
Look out for next month’s newsletter when we will concentrate on the
countryside and on walks or cycle rides, plus if you have any current pictures
of pets. ( Still take garden & flower contributions)
If you have photos please send them to me at
newsletter@newburymethodistchurch.org.uk if online or if you want to post
me a photo I can scan it on to a page and return it to you.
                Thank you
                 David

mailto:newsletter@newburymethodistchurch.org.uk
mailto:newsletter@newburymethodistchurch.org.uk
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Thank you message from our
Family to our Church Family.

Thank you so much for your love,
support, flowers,cake, prayers ,
cards and messages following the
sad loss of Nat Tinkler and our
subsequent illness.
You have all been wonderful and
we are very grateful.

With best wishes Joanne Lane &
Family.

Nat Tinkler

Nat & Sylvia
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Tribute to Dad - Charles Pennington

Dad was born on 22nd January 1942 in Wigan to Walter
and Bessie Pennington.  He spent the first few years of
his life in Wigan and was joined by his sister Kathryn a
few years later.
When he was still young the family moved to Belfast
because of his father’s work as a dentist and stayed

there for several years before moving to North London.
The family had always had strong links to the Methodist Church; in fact his
father was a church organist.  This association with the church was
something that was consistent throughout Dad’s life.  It was through the
church that Dad joined the youth club which is where he met Mum, Liz, who
became his wife of 50 years.
Along with Mum he made several other friends at the youth club many of
whom he has kept in touch with for the rest of his life.  They would meet up a
few times a year at what they referred to as crowd do’s.  They also shared
holidays with this group.  Dad hosted a get together at a hotel in Sherborne
just a few years ago.
After school Dad trained as an accountant initially working for his Uncle in
London.
Mum and Dad were married in 1966 and chose to move to Reading to start
married life and start a family.  I was born in September 1968 and Mark
followed in June 1970.  When they moved to Reading they joined Tilehurst
Methodist church.  Dad was very involved with the church serving as church
treasurer and church steward amongst other roles he took on.  He also,
along with Mum started a youth club at the church.  In the same way that
they made friends for life at the youth club they attended those that attended
the youth club at Tilehurst have also made longstanding friendships.
Mum and Dad also made a lot of friends at Tilehurst which they have kept in
touch with despite many moving to other parts of the country.
As a family we lived in three different houses in Tilehurst before moving to
Beenham in 1990.  During that time Mum trained as a Methodist minister and
became minister for Bradfield Methodist church.  In the same way he had at
Tilehurst Dad became involved serving that church.

Charles wasn’t with us that long and during his time with us his health deteriorated
which prevented him from taking a more active roll, which I suspect he would have
liked. I collected Charles a number of times to bring to church, as many others did .
He never heard him complain about his health and always seemed both dignified
and grateful for all the help and support  he received.
                 David
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Dad continued to work as an accountant working for several different
companies.  This included spending time in Nigeria and Saudi Arabia whilst
working for one company.  When he retired he was Managing Director and
part owner of a company near High W ycombe that sold meat processing
equipment.  He always worked hard to provide for his family and his example
has instilled a strong work ethic in Mark and myself.Dad retired in 2004 and
in 2006 Mum and Dad moved to Dorset and bought a house in the country
near Sherborne.  As anybody who visited knows it was in a remote location
and they made it into a lovely retreat in which to enjoy their retirement.  They
joined Cheap Street United Church in Sherborne where, as before, Dad
became very involved and again made good friends.
Another of Dad’s passions was music.  He was a very good violinist and was
involved with several orchestras over the years.  He also set up a church
orchestra at Tilehurst that played during the church service at Christmas.  As
well as playing in the orchestra he would arrange all the music for the
different instruments, spending hours writing out the parts.  I am told that
there is still an orchestra that plays at the church every Christmas.  He also
set up a music group at the church in Sherborne which played regularly
during services; again this group is still active. Dad tried to encourage Mark
and me to learn a musical instrument.  Mark the piano and me the violin.
When that failed I tried the euphonium.  Unfortunately neither of us had his
talent for music.
Dad always enjoyed travelling and exploring new places.  When we were
children he arranged, and took us on, some very enjoyable holidays to
various parts of France and Spain.  In retirement he and Mum continued to
take holidays to various destinations around the world including cruises in the
Caribbean, the Mediterranean and the Baltic, which gave them the
opportunity to visit several different places on each trip.  Closer to home a
favourite of theirs was Sark which they visited on a number of occasions.
In 2001 Dad became a Grandad for the first time when Josh was born and
again in 2003 when Tom was born and in 2006 when twins Victoria and
Isabelle were born.  He loved spending time with his grandchildren and they
would regularly go and stay with their grandparents in the school holidays.
He enjoyed taking them around Dorset to show them the sights and to the
beach when the weather was good enough.
At the beginning of the 2000s Dad was diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease.
Initially this did not hamper him too much, but as time wore on it had more
and more of an impact on his day to day life.  Following a car accident he had
to give up driving which was a big blow for him.
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 In 2015 Mum became ill and in 2016 had to go into hospital and then a care
home.  She died in July 2016.  This was obviously a very difficult time for Dad
and his health suffered making his life much harder.  Before Mum became too
ill they had made the mutual decision to sell Halfway House and move to a
property in the centre of Sherborne.
Unfortunately by the time of the move Mum was too ill to move there with him.
It was in walking distance of the care home she was in so he was able to
spend more time with her.  Whilst he had a lot of help and friends in
Sherborne as well as other visitors he was finding it harder and harder to live
there on his own.
Dad always thought things through carefully and made the sensible decision
even if it was not always what he would want to do.  So he made the sensible
decision, with medical advice, to move into a care home.  He moved to
Gracewell of Newbury in December 2017.  He sensibly chose a care home
nearer to his family rather than Sherborne which he missed terribly.  Once the
current restrictions are lifted we will take him home to Sherborne where his
ashes will be interred with Mum’s in the churchyard of the church in
Sherborne.
One word that sums up Dad for me is dignity.  This was true throughout his life
but became particularly evident in the last five years when life became such a
struggle for him.  Whenever I visited him he would always thank me for
visiting.  I know he was also very grateful to everyone else who visited him,
the last few months must have been hard with no visitors.  Despite the
indignities his condition caused him he was also grateful to the carers at
Gracewell who gave him such great care.
He greatly missed not being able to attend recent family events and also
missed everyday things like being able to pop to the shops.  However he
never moaned about it and was always keen to hear about the events and
look at photos.
He was a modest man who never shouted about his achievements but always
took an interest in what his friends and family were up to.  He always liked to
hear what I had been doing and was particularly keen to hear about his
grandchildren and was proud of their achievements.
Everyone will have their own memories of Dad from throughout his life and I
obviously have lots but I particularly remember the family holidays when we
spent time together as a family.  Including a holiday in 2012 when the whole
family spent two weeks in Spain near to where Mum and Dad had first
holidayed with friends in the early sixties.  The last time I spoke to Dad, over
Facetime, he was sitting on the terrace at Gracewell wearing a sun hat with
clear blue sky behind him.  It looked like he was on holiday again.

Dad will be greatly missed by everyone who knew him.
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LIST OF CHURCHES OPEN FOR PRIVATE PRAYERS.
St Nicolas Church Newbury - open every day, seven days a week, from
10am to 4pm.  People are very welcome to visit and take time for their own
private, individual prayer.  They have made it a safe space and there is lots
of room to accommodate the 2m guidelines.  Whether it is a family units
isolating together or individuals all are welcome.

St Mary’s Thatcham – open by appointment by contacting one of the
following clergy
Revd Mark Bennet 07860 555484, Revd Nicola Hulks 01635 864916,
Revd Brenda Harland 01635 865064

St Mary's Shaw - open for private prayer every Wednesday from 10am to
12 noon.

St Mary's Speen - open for private prayer on Sundays from 10.30 to
11.30am.
St George's Church - open for private prayer on Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday from 10am to 2pm.
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An old person's view of what she 'hears' all around her,
and on TV. Many strange things!

"Eye Pad"     Easy - Nelson had one of those.
"Eye Player" Tricky - perhaps a female flirt?
"Hardware"   Easy - the contents of a hardware shop.
"Software"    Could it be luxury lingerie?
"Twitter"        Easy - a bird call.
"Tweet"         Perhaps an inferior bird's call?
CD                CeeDee? Oh! seedy or slightly 'past it'. I know the feeling.
DVD             Can't guess, but one D must = Disc. These look identical to
CeeDees, and lead to confusion. It's crazy!
"Face book" Tricky - could it be a make-up manual for actors?
"We have no signals, here"   Usually said by someone who lives in the back
of beyond. What do they expect? Dr. Beeching closed their branch line, years
ago.
"E Bay"         Easy - I used to catch my bus home to Greenham from there, in
the old bus station,
"Skype"        This sounds disgusting - a skin disease, perhaps?
"Whyfie"       Can't imagine what this can be. My Gran used to say, "Fie for
shame", but I don't think there can be any connection.
"Blog"           A cross between a bog and a log - what sort of creature is that?
"Virus"          Enough said
"Streaming" All the rage on telly. I shall be screaming, soon. It sounds very
wet, and shouldn't be allowed near electrical gadgets! Zoom! I', off!
This is why us oldies grope about and switch off and appear disinterested.
But please don't think WE are stupid
I rest my case.
There are lots more; just keep your ears alert.
Dorothy Peters
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Hello everyone,
I hope you are all staying safe and well in these challenging times.
You will probably know that West Berks Foodbank (WBFB) has been even
busier since lockdown began, turning our operation round so that we could
continue to support those in need. When the Foodbank Centres closed we
set up different teams to deliver food and toiletries to clients doorsteps, thus
keeping everyone safe.
People have continued to donate in the supermarkets collection points,
unwanted Government food boxes have been collected by us. Some villages
have organised central collection points via WhatsApp and Facebook groups.
We are enormously grateful for all these efforts. A local Thatcham company
also organised doorstep collections from people unable to get out. Tesco has
been donating large amounts on a weekly basis to Foodbanks up and down
the country. Some of these initiatives are coming to an end in July and this
will put tremendous strain on our stock levels and ability to feed people.
Please can you help us by spreading the word among any contacts you have
with your congregations that if people are able to donate food and toiletries
our teams can collect from doorsteps.
Thank you for your support, I wish you all well.
Kind regards
Sue
Sue Stevenson
Collections Manager
West Berks Foodbank
T. 07860 849383
E. collections@westberks.foodbank.org.uk

June Letter from -
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A CHARITY hoping to raise £10,000 to celebrate a
milestone has exceeded its target, helping to
“ensure it is here for the next 10 years”.

Young People and Children First (YPACF) set a
goal to raise £10,000 in 10 days to celebrate the
10th anniversary of the opening of its first house to
help young people in the district.

YPACF provides a home and support to young people who come from a
care environment or who are homeless. Most have suffered trauma, such
as abuse or neglect, and more than half are suffering from a diagnosed
mental health illness.The charity provides a family home alongside
emotional and practical support. Support workers help the young people to
navigate through difficult, dark and emotional times and help them into
independence.

The charity has experienced a 70-per-cent fundraising income drop during
the coronavirus pandemic and launched a series of events themed around
the number 10, with 10 activities over 10 days between June 1 and 10. And
it exceeded its £10,000 target, raising more than £13,000 in 10 days, rising
to more than £14,000 since.

Chief executive Tracy Underwood said: “With the charity’s fundraising
events hit hard by Covid-19 restrictions, this campaign was vital to boost
our finances.
“We opened the doors of our first house to care leavers and young
homeless 10 years ago and as the demand for our services continues it is
so important we can continue to support local young people for the next 10
years and beyond.
We are delighted to have smashed our ambitious target thanks to the hard
work and generosity of our supporters. We have received particularly
generous donations from Thatcham Rotary Club, BNI Newbury, Newbury
TaxAssist Accountants, SecureEnvoy, Woolhampton RC Parish, East
Woodhay Society and Team Bear Fitness, for which we are very grateful.”
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The charity was formed by foster parents John and Patsy Stone in 2008 to
help young people leaving care or homeless to live independently.
The charity now owns two properties in Thatcham – Rebecca House, which
has rooms for three young people, and Cornerstone, which opened 10
years ago and accommodates five.

Seventeen local fundraising teams took part in the 10 for 10 fundraiser,
each setting their own challenges to complete over the 10 days.

Activities ranged from running and cycling to knitting and story writing.

Fundraisers included trustees, staff, local companies and organisations and
community supporters.

Rachel Wallace
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True or False  from Hope Together - answers next month

1. Some animals can get sunburn
2. No cat likes water
3. Jack is the most common boy’s name in children’s nursery rhymes
4. Eyes remain the same size from birth to adulthood
5. Frogs have to drink lots of water
6. The Eiffel Tower is in Berlin
7. Welsh rarebit is another name for egg on toast
8. Elephants eat with their noses
9. There are eight colours in a rainbow
10. Camels can walk 100 miles in the desert without water

11. Chimpanzees are nocturnal

12. The Tardis is the name of Dr Strange’s time machine

13. In the human body, the patella is commonly known as the elbow

14. Justin Bieber was born in Manchester

15. The hummingbird egg is the world’s smallest bird egg

16. Whales have belly buttons

17. Mars is the planet nearest to the Sun

18. Scientists have discovered a new species in the North Sea called a
bone eating snot flower

19. No plants live in the sea
20. Stockholm is the capital of Norway
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21. Africa is the largest continent on Earth

22. The great white shark is the biggest fish in the world

23. The bootlace worm is the longest animal in the world

24. Sharks are colour-blind

25. Crabs can only walk sideways
26. There is a deep-sea eel that can swallow animals the same

size as itself in one gulp

27. Some fish communicate by breaking wind

28. The biggest crab in the world grows to the size of a small car

29. A group of jellyfish is called a smack

30. Sharks have bony skeletons

31. Seaweed is poisonous

32. A shark called a cookie-cutter shark has been blamed for cutting
holes in submarines

33. A dolphin is a very big fish

34. Barnacles are small shrimp-like animals that live their adult lives with
their heads cemented to a rock catching food with their feet

35. Coral reefs only live in warm tropical seas

36. When starfish eat, their stomachs come out of their bodies to digest their
food

37. A sea anemone’s mouth is also its bottom

38. There are 10 different types of penguin that live in the North Pole

39. When Seahorses have babies it is the male who gives birth

40. Sea anemones often have tiny plants living inside their bodies
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Leisure

What is this life if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare?

No time to stand beneath the boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows.

No time to see, when woods we pass,
Where squirrels hide their nuts in grass.

No time to see, in broad daylight,
Streams full of stars, like skies at night.

No time to turn at Beauty’s glance,
And watch her feet, how they can dance.

No time to wait till her mouth can
Enrich that smile her eyes began.

A poor life this if, full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.

W. H. Davies

Enjoy the following pages….
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Kathy’s Roses

Margaret Smith - my cactus.

Cheeky garden squirrel! - Kathy Scott
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Chris & Peter Bennett
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Chris & Peter Bennett

 Anne Jones’s  Gwynneth's & Doris’s Sunflowers
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David Austin Rose (birthday present from

Nanny’s rose (David’s
mum’s favourite rose-
grown from a cutting from
hers many years ago)

Cherries on the cherry tree

A nice place to sit

Doris & David’s
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Judith & I love our garden, we can have two views, one looking down from
the back door and one looking up towards it. When we first arrived in
Newbury this garden was just a big grass slope with a concrete path and over
the years I have tiered the garden so we have a top lawn and patio with
borders and a small fish pond, a second level which has become the
allotment, growing carrots, tomatoes, peppers, courgettes, salad leaves,
broccoli and blackberries, and the third level with decking to sit and catch the
morning sun as it moves around the side of the house and finally the bottom
level with Judith’s potting shed and my workshop.

My favourite plant is our grape vine. I love watching it from springtime as the
leaves grow onto the trail of bare branches wound round the wire restraints.
Then having to nurture it through the cold frosty mornings, and watching the
clumps of grapes forming. Finally in October, harvesting the grapes, and then
pressing them to make a very pleasant grape juice. I was so busy last year I
didn’t have time to harvest the grapes, but the birds loved them and it was fun
watching them go into the yellowing leaves and coming out with a grape or
two in their mouths.

Blessings

Alan
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Here are some pictures showing how we have been keeping ourselves occupied
during the Lockdown.
The plants have rather taken over the patio this year. The Church sunflowers
have put on a good display. We don't have a veg garden, but we have managed
to grow courgettes, lettuce, tomatoes and runner beans on the patio. The
"Beanery" takes up a lot of room, but it is quite useful for hanging out the flags!
Lockdown has given me the chance to finish my Cowley Bridge painting at last -
originally started in 2012. Narrow gauge LSWR engine 'Atalanta' (Indian Red) is
about to turn left across the River Exe, heading towards Crediton and North
Devon, whilst a broad gauge B&ER engine (Chrome Green) is arriving from "Up
Country". Before anyone from the Apostrophe Protection Society complains
about the inn sign, I should point out the landlord's name was Beer !

 Also this week, we were pleased that the Patrouille de France and the Red
Arrows decided to use our house as their rendez-vous point before setting off for
Whitehall !

 Love from Paul and Barbara
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Flower Quiz

When I came to Newbury, after spending two years teaching in
the heart of Birmingham, I was delighted to discover the many
wonderful outdoor spaces on my doorstep.
Over the years I have continued to enjoy them and particularly
over the past three months I have found peace and consolation in
them. Having achieved a measure of control in the garden I found
I wanted something different for the afternoons. I remembered
how I used to love painting and so I began to draw some of the
flowers I had seen. Having exhausted my supply of cards and the
people I send them to I thought I would do this quiz for you.

How many of these flowers can you recognise?
(On the next two pages)

I saw all of them  either on Greenham Common or by the canal.
They are not to scale so check the leaf if you are not too sure.

           Enjoy !  Muriel.

Shoemakers update
We are delighted to say that our plans for re-opening are coming together
and we intend to open on TUESDAY 16th JUNE.  We will initially be
running reduced hours, so our new opening times will be 10-2, Tuesday to
Saturday, and there will be some changes.  The café will remain closed of
course, and we will have social distancing measures in place, but we will
be fully open for books, cards and gifts, both in person, on the phone
(01635 37836) and of course at our website
(www.christophershoemaker.org.uk) .
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CONFECTIONARY QUIZ from June Newsletter
Answers
1. Infant that wobbles about - Jelly Babies
2. Wise guy - know-all - Smarties
3. Where refined people live - Quality Street
4. Did it fall from a tree - Pear Drop
5. Sport for a Prince - Polo
6. There was a mutiny on here - Bounty
7. Look up, it's in the night sky - Milky Way
8. Where 9,10,11 follow - After Eight
9. Coat fasteners made out of cocoa  - Chocolate Buttons
10. 100% precious metal - All Gold
11. Miscellaneous, black and white - Ministels
l2. Sent on Valentine's Day - Roses
13.  Take a break with it - KitKat
14. Does it grow in the wetlands ? Marshmellows
15. A race of endurance - Marathon
16. It's cold amongst palm trees - Coconut Ice
17. Ecstasy from the Middle East - Turkish Delight
18. Don't give the last one away - Rolo
19. A royal producer of money - Mint Imperial
20. Grain with sweet carbohydrates - Barley Sugar
21. Where stars and planets are found - Galaxy,
22. Masticating around the teeth - Crunchie
23. A kernel for chastising - Walnut Whip
24. To move quickly around in a dance - Twirl
25. Useful to silence the loquacious person - Gobstopper
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Statement on racism from the Revd Dr Jonathan
Hustler, Secretary of the Conference
The brutal killing of George Floyd, who died  at the hands of police
officers in Minneapolis, has prompted a wave of anger and revulsion
around the world. As Christian people, we are appalled that someone
could die in such a fashion and appalled also at the continued injustice
which many Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic people experience in many
parts of the world, including the United Kingdom, and in many institutions,
including, shamefully, the Methodist Church in Britain.

We therefore welcome and endorse the call of the ‘Black Lives Matter’
movement for radical action in addressing the causes of this injustice.
The Methodist Church in Britain believes that racism is a denial of the
gospel. However, we have to recognize that we have not eradicated the
problem from our Church, despite the excellent work of many over
several decades; in the last year we have redoubled our efforts to do so
and are actively working on the implementation of our ‘Inclusive
Methodist Church’ strategy  which commits to challenging all forms of
discrimination and creating a Church where people from every
background are welcome and are safe from abuse and discrimination.

Such a Church will celebrate and not be afraid of diversity; it will be
disciplined and uncompromising in its refusal to tolerate any form of
racism; it will work to encourage the vocation of those from minority
groups to serve in positions of senior leadership; and it will be one in
which all people can be confident of the welcome that they will receive as
they share in worship and ministry with us. We repent of the ways that we
have fallen short of that in the past and of our slowness in changing our
ways and we continue to look for ways in which we can witness to the
all-encompassing love of  God and become the transformation that we
long to be. ‘Only the Spirit’s power can fit us for this hour’: we pray,
‘Come, Holy Spirit, come!’

The Methodist News
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The Conference is the governing body of the Methodist Church and
meets annually to discuss matters affecting the life of the Church, the
nation and the world. The Methodist Council has agreed that the
Conference cannot meet as planned in Telford in June and has
decided that it will meet virtually this year.

The Methodist Conference 25 June - 2 July

Live-streamed services
Worship services
We hope the four options below will offer some breadth from our tradition.
We are working in collaboration with:
Methodist Central Hall Westminster
Sundays 11.00
www.youtube.com/mchwevents

Wesley's Chapel London who will live-stream from the chapel (the
Minister lives on the premises)
Sundays 11am
www.youtube.com/channel/UCUAUqhmhevz5sqhh72LIMxA

Swan Bank Methodist Church in Burslem, this worship will be studio
based – with strict distancing rules being followed
Sundays 10:30
www.youtube.com/user/SwanBank and www.facebook.com/swanbank/

 Sthie ('At home')
To join in a very different worship experience, try Sthie ('At home') from the
Isle of Man (see image of Peel Hill, right, by Andy Fishburne). Join in live on
Sundays by joining a Facebook group. For details see
www.andyfishburne.com/2020/03/15/sthie-at-home-online-worship/

https://methodist-news.org.uk/BVI-6WMZG-NYXMWA-432Z4F-1/c.aspx
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National Methodist Youth Brass Band
On Saturday 20th June , the National Methodist Youth Brass Band
are releasing a virtual concert on YouTube as they are unable to

perform as normal. Watch here.

The pilgrim people
Jude Levermore, Head of Mission for the Methodist Church in Britain, writes
of her hopes for how the Church will move forward by being 'the pilgrim
people of the moment' in this blog.

The Spirit might be asking us to be brave, to not cling to the old but to be the
pilgrim people of the moment

The Government has announced that places of worship may open for
private prayer from 13th June. Jude Levermore, Head of Mission for the
Methodist Church in Britain, writes of her hopes for how the Church will
move forward, by being 'the pilgrim people of the moment.'

When Methodism changed from a connexion of societies to become a
denomination or church we began to erect and use separate Methodist
buildings which became our churches. Methodism came first, our buildings
came second.

As we begin to think about ‘going back into our buildings’ I am hopeful that
we will take time to consider what we have learned from being out of them. I
am hopeful that we will have solidified our understanding that church is not a
building- we teach that to our children, but do we hold that in our hearts?
We, the people are the church, the body of Christ meeting together in
community, acting together in mission, longing together for the
transformation of our world, responding together to our calling.

I’m praying that as we share a road map for leaving lockdown, with all its
needful risk assessments and procedures, we will guard against entering
another lockdown, that of being so caught up in our buildings that we miss
the opportunities to be church without them.

Anecdotally I have seen and heard of such amazing innovation and
creativity over these last months, as churches seek to serve their
neighbourhoods and be good news and speak good news. All around the
Connexion new and wonderful things are springing up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xg2IM0xvT38&utm_source=Methodist%20Church%20House&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=11616378_The%20Methodist%20News
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As our managing trustees consider carefully their next steps my hope is
that they carve out time not only to navigate a way through the 29 pages
of the risk assessment, but to first undertake a spiritual assessment; to
what is God calling this church, this chapel? I believe the Spirit might be
asking us to be brave, to not cling to the old but to be the pilgrim people
of the moment. Let’s be a people of vision, let’s not long to get back to
normal, let’s see what God might do if we allow ourselves to be led
somewhere new.

Let us be generous and gracious to one another, allow different churches
and chapels to make the decisions they need to without pressure to get on
with the usual, allowing instead time to consider the Spirit.

I am reminded of Charles Wesley’s wonderful Pentecostal hymn:

Jesus, confirm my heart's desire
to work, and speak, and think for thee;
still let me guard the holy fire,
and still stir up the gift in me

Let us guard the holy fire, and guard our buildings only as a means of
that, let us keep walking the way together bearing the burden of grief for
all that and those, which and who have been lost, in love for one another

The Methodist Conference 2020

Service with President and Vice-President
The President and Vice-President of the Methodist Conference will
be participating in the streamed service from Methodist Central Hall
Westminster this Sunday. The service will be available on YouTube
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Spring Harvest,Anne Skeates & National Methodist
Choir - what have they all in common.? A long story!

One of the many regular updates I receive is  from Matt Beckingham’s
Youtube channel. Some of you will recognise Matt’s name as being the
performer of some of the hymns which Peter has used in his services
with Youtube . Recently I received an advance notification that The
National Methodist Choir (GB) would be making a Youtube version of
“Everlasting Arms” and that Lou Fellingham would be performing with
the Choir.

Now as some of you know I met Lou Fellingham at Spring Harvest in
2017 (see photo below) and at the end of the week so did Anne
Skeates, who had a good chat with Lou. Anne was so taken with Lou that
at her funeral service, “Everlasting Arms” sung by Lou Fellingham was
played as some ofAnne’s choice of music, as some of you may recall.

The National Methodist Choir released their Youtube version of
“Everlasting Arms”with Lou Fellingham on  7th June produced by Matt
Beckingham  and it bought back many fond memories of that year at
Spring Harvest, with Anne and Shelley.

Enjoy the wonders of technology as the NMC and Lou Fellingham sing -
 “Everlasting Arms”

                David

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBLRnDSyO-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IBLRnDSyO-Q
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Some of you will know, but who drew these?
Answer next month

Seen in a shop window
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If you can receive the newsletter electronically you will be able to enjoy
more direct links to articles which unfortunately cannot be received by
those receiving the paper copy . Just contact me and I will add you on to
the electronic circulation.
Look forward to receiving more news about what you have been doing.

August 2020 Newsletter
Please send your articles to me no later

 than 16th July
Email to newsletter@newburymethodistchurch.org.uk

 Quiz question from Sid    —
Which place of worship is this?

mailto:newsletter@newburymethodistchurch.org.uk
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Life has changed significantly for us all since our last update, but we
praise God for all He has enabled us to do in these unusual and rapidly
changing circumstances. Our teachers and young people need our
prayers more than ever as we find innovative ways to continue
‘Taking Jesus to School’. Pray for the Team as they support and
serve our school community, particularly as they reach out to ‘the
least, the last and the lost’.
  Easter Eggsplored: Back in March we had 21 schools booked for
a  fortnight of events. Praise God we were able to go to the i-
college, St Mary’s, Kintbury and The Willows to lead Easter-themed
assemblies, lessons and the full presentation.Despite the schools
closing, we managed to get the Easter Eggsplored comic books to all
the schools (733 children) and send each school a note to say that
we would be praying for them.
  Cakes!: Mavis, a volunteer, has continued to co-ordinate the delivery of

cakes to Robert Sandliands School and we pray this will be an
encouragement to the staff.
  Kennet Connect: Together with Thatcham Baptist Church, the Kennet
Connect club continued for a number   of weeks via Zoom. It is exciting
that technology can bring us all together.
  Facebook: As a rapid response to the current situation we created a
new Facebook page which allows us to provide information and
encouragement. Janet W won our first competition and every week we
spotlight a different school for which we can ‘Pause & Pray’. Please
subscribe to our page (link below).

  It’s Your Move!: As we cannot go into schools for the Year 6 transition
events, we have created three short films; Making Friends, Finding Your
Way and Homework (with worksheets), to send to all the local primary
schools.These include tips for moving from primary to secondary school.
Please pray that they are well received and used to support the Year 6
students. We plan to distribute 300 SU It’s Your Move! books.

  Zoom Prayer: We have already had two prayer meetings for our schools.
These Zoom meetings have been well attended and feel very special.
Prayer is the foundation of everything we do. The next prayer meeting for
Schools is on Tuesday 23rd June at 10.30am. Do contact us if you want to
participate.
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  New Website: With the invaluable help of James Cowgill, we have
worked hard to create a brand new website specifically to support and
serve our local schools. We hope to have assemblies, lesson plans and
video content available. One of our first projects will be filming inside
local churches; so even though pupils may not be able to attend, they
will still be able to go ‘virtually’! The website should be live in
September; pray that it will be another opportunity to ‘Take Jesus to
School’.
  The Future: The future of our work in schools is uncertain; it could be
a long time before schools will allow visitors in. Please pray that we will
be able maintain and even develop relationships over the next few
months; may this encourage use of our online resources, as well as
make it more likely that schools will be keen to welcome assemblies
when they can. Pray too for all students and staff during these strange
times, especially that decisions will be made with wisdom and not out of
fear.

  The COINS Blessing: The COINS Team together filmed a blessing which
is used in the third of our films, Homework. It is a creative interpretation
of Psalm 27 reminding us all that with God on our side, we don’t have to
be afraid. We uploaded it to our Facebook page and it rapidly became
our most popular post! Thank you to everyone who viewed and shared it;
please pray that it will continue to be a blessing.

We are grateful to everyone who supports COINS in so many different ways,
especially at this difficult time. Please pray that all who serve the Lord
through COINS will be kept safe and well; as we pray
God’s protection on you and all those dear to you.

Please contact admin@coinsnewbury.org for more information,
to receive our newsletters or if you would like us to visit your
church or group. Learn more at www.coinsnewbury.org and
www.facebook.com/COINSNewbury.

Christian Outreach In Newbury Schools
Registered Charity No: 1051406. In association with Scripture Union

26 Swan Drive, Aldermaston Wharf, READING, RG7 4UZ, 0118 971 2242,
www.coinsnewbury.org

Trustees: Peter Bradley, Jonathan Hilliard, Liz How, Matthew Kingston,
Siân Lupton, Elizabeth Oxbury
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Chris & Peter Bennett’s Tomato Plants


